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An Improved TEM Antenna Designing Used in Electromagnetic
Pulse Directed Radiation
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Abstract—As we all know, traditional transmission electromagnetic pulse simulator has restricted test
space problem. This paper proposes a new directed radiation fast rising time electromagnetic pulse
(FREMP) simulator scheme which is based on transverse electric magnetic (TEM) wave antenna of
a wire edge curl structure. Through numerical simulation, we study the influence of the parameters
of wire edge curl TEM horn antenna and the effect of absorption resistance on radiation field. The
simulation results show that the wire edge curl TEM horn antenna can effectively improve the ability
of low frequency radiation. It can provide a theoretical support for developing FREMP simulator.
We also demonstrate the feasibility of developing FREMP simulator using wire edge curl TEM horn
antenna through experiments. Finally, the experimental results show that the radiation field of FREMP
simulator developed by wire edge curl TEM horn antenna can meet high-altitude nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (HEMP) requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

In general, electromagnetic pulse (EMP) simulators contain transmission EMP simulator and
radiation type EMP simulator [1, 2]. Transmission type electromagnetic pulse simulator usually takes
parallel plate, Gigahertz Transverse Electro Magnetic (GTEM) and TEM cell transmission line as
electromagnetic pulse forming devices. It will form the same electromagnetic pulse field as pulse
waveform in transmission line [3]. Traditional transmission EMP simulator produces the rise time
of pulse waveform which is limited by transmission line length, so large transmission EMP simulator
cannot generate steep pulse field frontier. It will restrict the test on high-altitude nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (HEMP) for large weapons and equipments. Radiant EMP simulator mainly adopts cage or TEM
antenna to radiate drive pulse and form pulse field. The produced radiation field waveform is the
derivation of excitation waves which has a steeper rising edge. However, cage antenna is non-directional
antenna which results in lower utilization of energy. Compared with cage antenna, TEM horn antenna
has some advantages such as constant impedance, broadband, good direction, smaller size, and large
effective test area [4]. So many researchers have studied radiant EMP simulator by the TEM antenna.
Shao et al. [5] proposed a simple ultra-wideBand exponentially-tapered transverse TEM horn antenna
based on ground penetrating radar. Xiong et al. [6] studied gigahertz transverse electromagnetic cell to
illustrate coupling effect on metal structure of GTEM cell and antenna of equipment under test (EUT).

In this paper, we propose an improved TEM horn antenna. The new directed radiation fast rising
time electromagnetic pulse simulator scheme is based on TEM wave antenna of a wire edge curl structure.
We analyze the feasibility of directed radiation fast rising time electromagnetic pulse simulator with the
method of wire grid edge curl TEM horn antenna through numerical simulation and experiments.
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2. FREMP AND NEW TEM HORN ANTENNA STRUCTURE

Figure 1 shows the structure of an FREMP simulator. This simulator is composed of marx generator,
sharpening device and TEM antenna. Marx generator provides initial pulse. Sharpening device makes
the initial pulse more steep. Then TEM antenna forms a satisfactory electromagnetic pulse radiation
field. The electromagnetic pulse radiation field, called a transient electromagnetic disturbance radiation
field, can occur in the form of a radiated, electric or magnetic field or a conducted electric current
depending on the source. Electromagnetic pulse radiation field has the characteristics of short pulse,
wide spectrum range, high pulse power, etc.

Figure 1. The structure of FREMP.

The simplest TEM antenna [7] is constituted by two metal plates with open angle as shown in Fig. 2.
In order to improve the low frequency radiation ability of an antenna, we adopt crimping structure at
the end of the antenna as shown in Fig. 3, i.e., we add a folded crimping upwards at the end of the
antenna. A crimping structure has a small opening and a large opening. A transition piece contains a
tapering portion and a non-tapering portion. Between a waveguide and an environment, the transition
piece is arranged in the conical horn. A transition between the tapering portion and non-tapering
portion is arranged between the small opening and large opening of the conical horn. The crimping
antenna keeps a low profile. It has a simple structure. It can not only reduce the radiation patch and
floor size of antenna, but also guarantee the bandwidth and gain of antenna and performance before
and after radiation pattern. It can also add the current path length. To reduce weight, antenna element
adopts a wire grid structure constituted by a hollow aluminum tube, because aluminum material can
reduce the loop inductance and it also improves the steepness of the rising edge. Additionally, it can
reduce the wind drag. In order to reduce the terminal reflection of the antenna, we add absorption
resistance at the end of the antenna. L is the length of antenna, α the angle between the two polar
plates, β the aperture angle of antenna pad, r the edge curl TEM antenna’s radius, R the absorption
resistance, x, y, z the direction in space rectangular coordinates, h is the distance between the ends of
upper and lower wire grid edges of the TEM horn antenna, and H the distance between the two edge
curl centers.

3. THE NEW TEM RADIATING ANTENNA RADIATION FIELD WAVEFORM

Generally speaking, nuclear explosion generates electromagnetic pulse waveform which is similar to
double exponential pulse. In order to make up low ability of TEM antenna with low frequency radiation,
the drive pulse rise time should be as small as possible, and pulse width should be large enough. Setting
excitation source as:

U(t) = U0 × k
(
e−at − e−bt

)
(1)

where U0 = 0.8 MV, a = 1.2 × 107 s−1, b = 0.9 × 109 s−1, k = 0.98. t is measurement time. Pulse rising
frontier is 1.85 ns. Half peak width of pulse is 49 ns. Upper frequency of pulse is 598 MHz.

We create curled antenna simulation model as shown in Figs. 2, 3. As we all know, the low frequency
of nuclear electromagnetic pulse is about a few MHz. In order to radiate low-frequency component,
we take the length of the antenna close to a half wavelength. So setting L = 5.8 m, vertex angle of
antenna pad β = 60◦, and the angle between the two polar plates α = 60◦. We add a absorption
resistance R = 198Ω at the end of antenna. Also we establish discrete port at the vertices of upper and
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lower triangle plates and apply the double exponential pulse in formula (1) into discrete port. Through
simulation experiments, Fig. 4(a) is the time domain waveform and Fig. 4(b) the corresponding spectrum
distribution.

From Fig. 4(a), we can see that time domain waveform is close to double exponential wave. The
rise time and peak field strength of the two kinds of antenna radiation pulse waveform are similar when
t =< 40 ns. But the decline part of pulse has a bigger difference when t > 40 ns. Comparing with the
two TEM antenna radiation field waveform, we can get that the pulse width of edge curl TEM antenna
radiation field is greater than the pulse width of the straight TEM antenna radiation. Because the
edge part of edge curl antenna increases current moving path and the effective length of the antenna.
This process improves low frequency ability of TEM antenna. Radiation pulse waveform spectrum
distribution curve in Fig. 4(b) illustrates the advantage. When Frequency is less than 30 MHz, the peak
field strength of the new TEM antenna is higher than that of TEM antenna. The peak field strength is
not affected by frequency with crimping structure. When Frequency is greater than 30 MHz, the peak
field strength of the new TEM antenna approaches to TEM antenna. As a whole, the new TEM antenna
has good effectiveness. The following section will introduce the structure optimization of improved edge
curl TEM antenna.

4. DETAILED EDGE CURL TEM ANTENNA ANALYSIS

When antenna arm length is determined, vertex angle of antenna pad, the angle between the two polar
plates and absorption resistance all can have an effect on the radiation characteristic of edge curl TEM
antenna. The length of antenna, the distance between the endd of wire grid edges of the curl TEM
horn antenna and the angle between the two polar plates are three important parameters in edge curl
TEM antenna as shown in Fig. 3. The relations among field strength of edge curl TEM antenna and
vertex angle, aperture angle, radius can be expressed as: Epeak = − IHLR

4π β2 cos ακ[ 1
rβ

2 + 1
rβ

3]e−rβ r̂. I is
electric current. k is constant.

4.1. Relation between Vertex Angle of Antenna Pad and Peak Field Strength

Figure 5 shows that the maximum electric field intensity distribution is different when α = 20◦, 40◦,
60◦, 80◦. With the increase of antenna aperture angle α, the peak field strength of antenna Epeak is
also increased. When β > 60◦, Epeak has little change. When β > 80◦, Epeak decreases slowly. Because
the antenna pad vertex angle becomes small or large, TEM antenna generates directional variation. In
the practical engineering application, the range of antenna pad vertex angle is 60◦ ∼ 80◦.

Figure 2. The structure of original TEM horn
antenna.

Figure 3. The structure of new TEM horn
antenna.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Radiation pulse waveform.

Figure 5. Relation between β and Epeak. Figure 6. Relation between α and Epeak.

4.2. Relation between Aperture Angle of Antenna Pad and Peak Field Strength

Figure 6 shows that the maximum electric field intensity distribution is different when β = 20◦, 40◦,
60◦, 80◦, 100◦. When α < 40◦, with the increase of antenna aperture angle α, the peak field strength
of antenna Epeak is also increased. When α > 40◦, Epeak decreases rapidly. With the increase of α,
antenna outward radiation ability is strengthened. It also suffers from serious interference. So Epeak

decreases rapidly. And the angle of antenna pad should be between 40◦ and 50◦.

4.3. Effect of Edge Curl TEM Antenna’s Radius on Radiation Field

Figure 7 shows that the maximum electric field intensity distribution is different when edge curl TEM
antenna’s radius r = 0.5, 1, 2m. Although r is different, pulse peak and rising edge of Epeak change
little. The falling edge changes a lot. With the increase of r, pulse half wave width of Epeak becomes
very large. From the Fig. 7, when r = 2 m, the half wave width of radiation pulse waveform is about
20 ns which satisfies the latest standard of MIL-STD-461F. We can use radiation pulse field to conduct
experiments.

4.4. Effect of Absorption Resistance on Radiation Field

In order to improve low frequency radiation ability and reduce terminal reflection of antenna, we add
an absorption resistance at the end of the antenna. So the antenna becomes traveling wave antenna.

Figure 8 shows the relation between absorption resistance and radiation field waveform. The main
pulse and pulse peak field strength of different absorption resistances has the same value. The reflection
waveform of terminal is different, because high frequency part of excitation source produces the main
pulse which is determined by the shape of TEM antenna. The end of radiation field is generated
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Figure 7. Relation between r and Epeak. Figure 8. Relation between R and Epeak.

Figure 9. Error of pulse electric filed waveform.

by antenna terminal reflection, because the current passes antenna terminal and generates magnetic
field. Based on optical principle, it uses edge horn as reflector and reflects magnetic field. If we select
appropriate absorption resistance, resistance can absorb most of the reflection current.

In the radiant nuclear electromagnetic pulse simulator designing process, absorption resistance has
an effect on the wave shaping resistance. Supposing that equivalent capacitance of Marx generator is
Cn, absorption resistance is R. So drive pulse width dhw = 0.7RCn. The value of reflection coefficient
is a complex number. It has size and phase. If the mould of reflection coefficient is invariant and phase
of every point different, antenna terminal reflection can lead to quantify the level of a mismatch.

Through the above analysis, we get the optimal experimental data which provide a powerful support
for this paper’s new scheme.

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND ANALYSIS

In this paper, the experiments adopt FREMP system as shown in Fig. 1 and edge curl TEM Horn
antenna as shown in Fig. 3. Pulse source uses 12-bilateral charged marx generator. Equivalent
capacitance of pulse source Cn = 3 nF. The length of the antenna is L = 6 m. Set α = 60◦, R = 200Ω.
The electric field is measured by optical fiber field strength tester. It can get the waveform of electric
field through oscilloscope. Error of pulse electric filed waveform with different TEM is shown in Fig. 9.
The error is defined that under the same physical environment and parameters, we use traditional TEM
and new TEM to get the pulse electric filed waveform compared with the standard value of waveform.
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Figure 9 shows the error of pulse electric field waveform of traditional TEM antenna. The error
of pulse electric field waveform is bigger than new TEM antenna. It has a longer convergence time.
The edge curl TEM horn antenna’s error is small. Stability convergence time of pulse electric field
waveform is faster. The experiments show that falling edge time at different positions of pulse electric
field waveform is about 2 ns and pulse width about 19 ns. That meets the HEMP standard requirement
of IEC 61000-4-25, MIL-STD-464C and GJB 1389A.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we use wire edge curl TEM horn antenna to design nuclear electromagnetic pulse simulator.
The experiments results show that:

(1) Wire edge curl TEM horn antenna can improve the low frequency radiation ability effectively.
(2) Vertex angle of antenna pad, radius of edge curl and aperture angle of wire edge curl TEM

horn have a significant effect on peak field strength and half wave width. So through experiments we
know 40◦ < α < 50◦, 60◦ < β < 80◦. r should be large enough.

(3) The new directed radiation fast rising time electromagnetic pulse (FREMP) simulator based on
transverse electric magnetic (TEM) wave antenna of a wire edge curl structure meets the requirement
of HEMP.
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